
NKU meeting 30th May 2014 in Stockholm 

Present: Ellen Christensen (N), Rolf Gustavson (S), Tiina Jounio (F), Jette Porter (DK) and Emmy Marie 

Simonsen (DK) 

Minutes: Emmy M. Simonsen (DK) 

Agenda: 

News from Denmark – incl. the new skills tests 

News from Sweden 

News from Finland 

 World Championship 

News from Norway 

                          Nordic Championship 

Feed-back from Nordics in Herning 2013 

The OEC/Nordic Situationen – how do we handle it this year and what can we do to avoid a similar situation 

in the future? 

The FCI committee – any news? 

Next meeting 

 

News from Denmark 

Denmark has introduced a new skills test, which is meant to help beginners get into the sport more easily. 

More info regarding this can be found here: http://dogdancingdk.wordpress.com/faerdighedsproverne/ 

Also we do now have a puppy class from young dogs aged 12 weeks to 12 months. It is an unofficial class 

and you can bring toys into the ring. This year the participants are marked and given points like in the 

official classes, but from next year they will most likely get a written evaluation instead.  

 

News from Sweden 

The important rule changes 

 The 2 meter rule in HTM has been taken out of the rules 

 The 2 first sections in the criteria has been changed. The first section is now called Precision och 

samarbete and the second is now Innhåll. The third is still Tolkning av music. 

 There are now 5 moves that are now highly recommended not do perform and which will result in 

a 2,6 points deduction.  

The responsibility for HTM and Freestyle is now with Svenska Hundefreestyle Klubben, which means that 

there is a new board responsible for running shows. The head of this new club is still connected with the 

Kennel Club. Judges need to be a member of the Freestyle Club, but participants do not. Rolf is at the 

moment still the Swedish Kennel Club representative in the NKU committee, but this might not continue to 

be the case.  



Swedish is experience an increase of numbers of entries. From 1st of January judges are no longer allowed 

to judge and compete at the same show, which is causes problems for the organizing clubs.  

 

News from Finland: 

No news regarding number of entries, but it looks like the championship will be well supported. 

One of the challenges in Finland is that there are only 9 judges in all of Finland and as there are more 

competitions now, this has become a problem. There is about one show each months with about 30 

entries. Judges are not allowed to compete at the show where they are judging.  

 

News from Norway: 

Rule changes from 1st of July: 

 There will now be titles in class 1 and 2. 

 There will be given a maximum of 2 certificates in each discipline at each show. 

 Judges are now allowed to judge and compete at the same show. There will be a 1 year trial period 

and then this will be evaluated. 

 The Swedes HTM position numbers will be used in Norwegian HTM too.  

Norway is not experiencing the increase of interest in the sport. There is about 10 – 12 entries at each 

show.  

Norway is sending 3 dog and handler teams for the World Championships. 

The preparations for the Nordic Championships are going well. Mari Göble will be the show manager. The 

Norwegian judges have been chosen, but not the international ones.  

 

Feedback from the Nordic Championships 2013 

There were a few competitors, who had problems with the music. Maybe next step is that music can be 

handed in both on CD and on USB stick? 

For the bigger championships it might be an idea to have the music sent as mp3 beforehand, so that it can 

be arranged and tested to make sure everything is working.  

The lighting was a challenge for some handlers – there were 3 spots in the middle of the ring and some 

would prefer a more even lightening. 

It is a good idea to get the time schedule out as early as possible to make it easy for everyone to plan the 

journey.  

It would have been fun if there had been a bigger audience, but the planning is a challenge, when we want 

to be in the main arena, which has to be open for other finals too.  

All in all, the event was successful.  



 

 

Would it be possible to keep a Nordic database with information about the dogs competing at the 

championships, to make it easier for the team managers to enter their team each year? 

 

The Nordic Championship/The OEC is held the same weekend this year. 

The Swedish Kennel Club will not support the OEC, but they are open for the possibility of letting handlers 

travel on their own expense. It will not be an official Swedish team.  

Norway will not be able to send a team to the OEC and Finland will not either.  

Denmark will try to send a team for both Championships.  

Maybe we can do more to announce the dates for the Nordic and make sure our representatives at the 

OEC meeting know which date the Nordics will be held.  

Most likely this situation will not happen again as everybody are more aware of the problem and try to 

work around it.  

The Nordic Championship 2015 will most likely be held on December 5th and 6th.  

Rolf will send Emmy the dates for the Nordics 2016 as soon as it is ok to announce them.  

 

FCI Committee 

HTM is no longer in the Flyball Committee, which means that there is still no FCI Committee for HTM and 

Freestyle. 

We discussed once again the pros and cons of having a FCI committee: 

Pros 

It would be easier to get organizers of the WDS to organize a WC. 

More similarity in the rules. 

There would be a central point e.g. the OEC rules. 

We could work for mix breeds at the championships from the inside. 

We could get influence if we work together as the Nordic Countries are strong when together. 

Better international exchange of experience. 

The WC rules could be adjusted. 

Cons 

We might lose influence on the International Rules and therefore also on the Nordic Rules. 

It is still a small sport and it might be the same people, who are already in the Nordic committee, adding to 

their workload. 

There could be a problem in being allowed to judge or host an OEC. 



It could create problems when competing in or judging for clubs that are not FCI. 

Bureaucracy 

Once the committee was a reality, only Sweden decided to send a representative. So maybe it is smarter to 

wait and see what happens to make sure the Nordic interests can be looked after, when the committee is 

formed. 

All 4 countries agree that this is the best option at the moment.  

 

Next meeting 

Next meeting will be held in Copenhagen on 15th of May. 

 

 

 

 

 


